REQUEST FOR COVERAGE

WHAT : Climate Vulnerable Forum
       Manila Senior Officers Sherpa Forum

WHEN : November 9 and 10, 2015

TIME : Please see attached program

WHERE : Ballroom
        Ground Floor
        Diamond Hotel
        Manila

--------------------

- The Climate Vulnerable Forum, consisting of 20 countries vulnerable to
  climate change, will be holding its third full meeting headed by the Philippine
  sitting as the current president of the international organization.

- The Climate Change Commission together with the Department of Foreign
  Affairs will host the three-day meeting that will help member countries build
  consensus on key climate topics in order to prepare and strengthen its voice
  for the climate change negotiations in Paris this December.

- Interviews of country delegates may be arranged as requested in advance but
  subject to the availability of the delegate based on the SSOM program.

- For confirmation and queries, please contact Mr. Erwin Husmalaga,
  Information Officer at 0942-8051614 and erwinphusmalaga@gmail.com.